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Register HK Event: Contemporary Sounds of Southern China
(May 26, 8:30pm HKT)

UChicago Press new publication Sonic Mobilities: Producing Worlds in Southern China
explores the relationships between musical circulations, emergent forms of musical
creativity, and an evolving geography of contemporary China. UChicago Professor Philip
Bohlman will host author and Professor Adam Kielman of CUHK to introduce Sonic
Mobilities and discuss the changing economics, politics, and aesthetics of popular music in
Guangzhou and throughout the Mainland.

REGISTER NOW

Register HK Event: Workshop on Population Movements,
Language Contact in East Asia and Southeast Asia, and
Evolutionary Linguistics (Jun 8-11)

Speakers and experts from UChicago and other institutions will discuss the extent to which
layers of population movements and language contacts in East and Southeast Asia
(ESEA) can account for the specificities of language evolution in the region. This 4-day
workshop is a test of some uniformitarian generalizations about the impact of colonization
and worldwide globalization on language evolution.

REGISTER NOW

Information Session: Graduate Student-at-Large (May 25,
9pm HKT)

Join this exclusive session with the Graduate Student-at-Large (GSAL) program director to
learn how GSAL can help fulfill your professional goals. This is the final deadline as an
international student to complete and submit your application to the GSAL) program and
attend classes this fall. Check out more details now.

LEARN MORE

Exhibitions and Tours Re-Open on UChicago Yuen Campus

The exhibitions and tours on the UChicago Hong Kong Campus reopen now. Come visit
the campus, the world’s leading Chicago Booth EMBA calls home in Hong Kong!

LEARN MORE
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